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Abstract

In this paper we introduce openREC to the scientific community, an extendable framework for reconstruction of 3D models from
photographs. This system provides a framework designed for archaeologist, art restorers, architects, and other professionals,
hiding not relevant details from the underlying complex commands that are only suitable for expert computer scientists.
There is a huge amount of free and commercial tools for photogrammetry available, but none of them are really suitable for
experts in other fields different from computer science. Free tools are not free of issues due to their huge complexity – most
of them are commands based –, while commercial software are under strict close-source models that hide important details of
their underlying algorithms, avoiding any tunning of their parameters.
This article presents the core of openREC: a complex task manager that is able to chain different sub-tasks in a transparent
way for the user, and that is able to deal with remote tasks through network without the need of any specific servers.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Computational photography; Mesh models; Point-based models;

1. Introduction

3D reconstruction from photographs is an area of growing interest
in computer graphics and computer vision due to its great versatil-
ity. However, the software used for this reconstruction is compli-
cated for archaeologists, art restorers, architects, and most of other
non computer scientist professionals. Frequently this software is
operated by commands in a console, or it is a closed commercial
tool which hides the underlying algorithms and their parameters.
When reconstructing a 3D model it is important, not only to sim-
plify the user interface for standard users, but also to offer the pos-
sibility of customising all the options of the algorithms to better
adjust the final result.

Our contribution consists in collecting a great diversity of free
tools, generating a running environment with an easy to use user
interface. This is possible by means of our task manager, which
transparently schedules all the tasks in the system and their depen-
dencies, allowing cloud computing without the necessity of specific
servers. We provide this software both for development and as a
teaching tool.
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2. Related Works

Photogrammetry techniques have been a complement for cultural
heritage professionals during the recent years. The advantages de-
rived from developing low-cost methodologies for the conservation
of cultural heritage and archeology sites compared to high-cost al-
ternatives such as 3D scanning have been proven successful during
the last years [ÖGG09, LFG∗10, McC14]. In the next section we
review different photogrammetry software for that purpose.

2.1. Available Software

There are several tools commercially available that allow us to 3D
reconstruct models from photographs.

Probably one of the most famous tools is Recap R©1. Recap has
gained some popularity for being one of the best 3D reconstruc-
tion software on the market today, producing high resolution and
quality models. One of the problems with this tool is that the user
interface is not easy to handle. In addition, the underlying algo-
rithms remain hidden, although there is some adjustment capacity
in generic parameters.

Agisoft Photoscan R©2 is the direct competitor of Recap R©. It

1 http://www.autodesk.com/products/recap/overview
2 http://www.agisoft.com
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is also a very popular software because it was the first to use
Bundler [WACS11]. Again, this software hides all the details of
the algorithms it uses.

Remake R©, formerly called Memento R©, successor of Autodesk
ImageModeler R©)3, is a software that focuses on simplicity for the
user. This tool focuses on simplicity for the user rather than the
quality of the reconstruction.

Acute3D R©4 allows, unlike the previous ones, to distribute the
work between several servers. It is a software intended for cloud
computing rather than a personal computer. Though like the above
we lack knowledge about the details of the underlying algorithms.

Neitra3D R©5 is freeware software, that means that as long as we
do not have commercial purposes it can be freely used. The inter-
face is extremely simple, and the quality of the models is not great,
but is suitable for beginner students or academics.

Pix4D R©6 is software that moves away from the generic photo-
reconstruction software. One of the strengths of Pix4D is that it
is designed for reconstructing 3D models from photographs taken
by autonomous drones (UAVs), which allows not only to automate
the entire capture process, but also to track the drones even from
mobile devices.

An common issue with all these commercial software is that their
underlying algorithms have been deliberately obscured, and that
makes it difficult to adjust their parameters in the process of recon-
struction. This avoid the user to experiment and to get better results
than the default configuration, contrarily of what occurs with other
3D scanner software, where tuning is a crucial factor in the process.

VisualSFM7 is a free software that makes use of research soft-
ware (described in Section 2.2) for 3D reconstruction from pho-
tographs, but it takes years without maintenance. Unlike the previ-
ous ones, the algorithms are known, but still their parameters can
not be adjusted from the user interface.

Its strong point is that the interface calls to other software, so the
user can know at any moment the software that is being used below.
The problem is that since VisualSFM is not open software, we do
not have the code that would allow us to update the algorithms and
to expand its options, in addition some of the links to the underlying
software are not updated to the new software, making difficult to
run it in recent hardware or having a functional updated version.
Like the above mentioned tools, this tool predefines the parameters,
so users do not have any control of the underlying algorithms.

VisualSFM can only work with Bundler and SiftGPU [SFPG06]
or SIFT as core algorithms, which makes its application limited es-
pecially for academics of other areas different from computer sci-
ence.

3 http://remake.autodesk.com
4 http://www.acute3d.com
5 http://triayaam.com/
6 https://pix4d.com/
7 http://ccwu.me/vsfm/

2.2. Open Research Software

In addition to commercial and freeware software discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1, there are many powerful utilities for the reconstruction of
photographs, most of them based on console commands.

One of the more classic implementations of the SfM algorithm is
Bundler8, which started as part of the Photo Turism project [SSS06,
SSS08], and which can be combined with feature detectors such
as SIFT (the original software) or SiftGPU 9 [SFPG06]. Although
one of the problems is that the base algorithm remains the same
as it was about four years ago – basically the transcription of the
algorithm was published in 2008 – and it has not been even updated
for at least one year.

Another post-Bundler implementation, called Open-
MVG [MMMO, MMM12] has relegated Bundler to oblivion,
rendering VisualSFM obsolete in terms of the quality of the
algorithms used. OpenMVG implements all the necessary steps
to obtain a scattered cloud, including feature detection. Unlike
VisualSFM – which can only work with SIFT – OpenMVG
implements both SIFT and SURF [BTVG06] algorithms as feature
detectors. Same as other free open software, openMVG can only
be used in a command console, making very difficult its use by any
standard user.

Regard3D10 is a remarkable attempt to integrate openMVG and
PVMS under a simple user interface. But it lacks the possibility of
cloud computing.

Regard3D, OpenMVG and VisualSFM are able to be integrated
with PMVS or CMVS11, but VisualSFM cannot integrate Open-
MVS12, a new version that improves the previous algorithm. Both
tools allow to build the dense cloud from the reconstruction gener-
ated by SfM in the previous step.

This is the reason because it seems necessary a tool that provides
the mechanisms to simplify the task of reconstruction. The follow-
ing sections describe the architecture of OpenREC, as an intended
replacement of VisualSFM.

3. Architecture of OpenREC

The user interface of OpenREC divides the window in three parts,
as shown in Figure 1. On the left side the user interface groups all
tasks in four different high level operations:

1. Pictures: In this stage photographs are treated, so fea-
tures [Low04] are detected, matching [MM12] is done, and
paths to the files are stored for the next stage. In this stage, the
parameters of the cameras are treated by OpenMVG automati-
cally based on the meta information of the photographs.

2. 3D Cameras: In this stage one of the algorithms based on SfM
is computed, and the points cloud is colourised from the pho-
tographs. So, after this stage, a 3D model is generated.

8 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/~snavely/bundler
9 https://github.com/pitzer/SiftGPU
10 http://www.regard3d.org
11 https://github.com/pmoulon/CMVS-PMVS
12 https://github.com/cdcseacave/openMVS
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3. Final Clouds: In this stage, the information is converted to the
software that reconstruct the dense cloud, and the dense cloud is
computed.

4. Final Meshes: In this final stage, the dense cloud is converted to
a surface [KBH06, BMR∗99, GKS00, CL96].

Figure 1: Main window of OpenREC: a) left side allows the user to
select the stage of the reconstruction process; b) the middle section
list the works available in the current stage; c) list the files attached
to the current stage.

In order to launch a local work we simply press the button, then
a window with all the parameters involved in all the underlying
algorithms is displayed. Parameters are set to default in all cases,
which allows a correct reconstruction without modifying any value.
These parameters can be changed by means of the user interface,
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: OpenREC defines several options for local and remote
tasks, showing all the underlying algorithms and their paths in the
installation.

Figure 3 shows a simple diagram with the more relevant parts
of the architecture of OpenREC. The core of the system is the task
manager, which executes all tasks in the correct order to reconstruct
the 3D model. A task is a complex structure that is able to run local
and remote commands when needed, each task has its own state
and a list of dependencies. In the next sub-section tasks are further
explained.

All information related to the operating systems and temporal
data is stored the Cache Data, which is a dictionary type structure

that stores concepts such as extensions in files, or the way direc-
tories are split depending on the operating systems. OpenREC has
been designed to be multi-platform, although currently it is not pos-
sible due to the remote capabilities of the software, as it is explained
in Section 3.2.

All data of the project such as paths of images, are stored in the
Project Data structure, while global information such as paths to
the configuration file are stored in the Global Element. All these
structures can be stored as JSON files in the system.

A wrapper is used as intermediate layer to transform the abstract
process of the task in a real command in the operating system.

PROJECT DATA

CACHE DATA

GLOBAL DATA

CONFIGURATION USER INTERFACE

TASK MANAGER

WRAPPER SSH INTERFACE

TASK

DATA BROWSER

Figure 3: Diagram of the architecture of OpenREC.

Some of the outputs of the underlying algorithms provide in-
formation about the reconstruction in form of graphs, or matrices.
Moreover, our intention is to add integrated help about the param-
eters and default configurations in the application. In order to vi-
sualize all this information, we have implemented a web browser
– also called data browser – which is able to render SVG graphs,
raster images and plain HTML.

In order to display more complex information, such as 3D mod-
els, Meshlab [CCC∗08] 13 is called by means of the wrapper.

3.1. The Task Manager

The task manager is the core of OpenREC. It maintains a list of
active tasks, an active task is a task that has been started in the
system by petition of the user. It maintains a list of active tasks:
tasks that have been started in the system by petition of the user.
A task is a complex structure that stores the necessary information
for a process of the operating system to run, and to communicate
with that process. The task manager stores not only the tasks that
have been launched, but also the dependencies that every task must
satisfy in order to be executed.

This way, the task stores its state that can be one of these:

• Running: the task has been launched and meet all the necessary
requirements to be executed. When a task passes from the state
Idle to the state Running, this task is inserted in the list of the
task manager.

• Paused: the task has been launched but it does not meet the re-
quirements to be executed. So the task is inserted in the list but
is waiting until the resources are satisfied.

13 http://www.meshlab.net/
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• Aborted: the task has been manually aborted by the user or the
operating system has killed it. In this case, the task and all its
dependent tasks are aborted and removed from the list of the
task manager.

• Done: the task finished successfully, so it can be safely removed
of the list in the task manager.

When the task manager launches a task, an unique identifier is
assigned to that task and its dependencies are constantly monitored.
Dependencies can be one of four types:

• No dependencies: the task automatically runs when it is inserted
in the task manager.

• Dependency on task: the task will wait until other indicated task
has finished.

• Dependency on files: the task will wait until all the depending
files have been created.

• Dependency on event: this task will wait until some event has
been successfully executed.

If any on the dependencies reports an error, all the dependant
tasks will be aborted by the task manager. Figure 4 shows the user
interface monitoring the dependencies of several tasks.

Figure 4: The activity of the task manager can be monitored in the
user interface.

The communication of the processes with the task manager is
done by the standard error codes of the processes and the stan-
dard output, but not using pipes of the operating system. This is the
reason that this software cannot be easily ported to non-POSIX op-
erative systems operating systems, such as Microsoft Windows R©,
though we are currently searching for another solution.

The task manager not only concurrently controls all threads for
each process, but by means of an extension, it is also able to manage
remote tasks, as described in the next section.

3.2. The Remote Task Manager

In general, cloud computing provides flexibility, so the user can
send its work to one or more powerful computers without worring
about the amount of models he or she wants to reconstruct. In order
to allow cloud computing in OpenREC, the task manager has been
extended.

When the task manager sets a task as remote, the wrapper
changes all the underlying commands to execute ssh and nohup.
Although the operating system takes over of users and permissions,
there are some problems that the operating systems do not solve.

One problem to avoid is inconsistency through concurrency, so
the files of one task should not be modified by the files of another
task. OpenREC solves this problem by using an unique identifier
that is increased once a remote task is launched. The real PID of
the remote underlying command and an unique identifier are also
stored in the task with the data regarding to the server and the re-
mote path.

Another problem is that operating systems do not provide any
mechanism to know if some process has finished or not. To check
its remote PID is not enough: in practice the underlying algorithms
of the operating systems can re-use PIDs of dead processes in new
ones. OpenREC solves this problem by creating a file once the pro-
cess has finished. It stores whether it has finished with errors or
not. In that case, we can also know whether the process aborted: if
no file exists and the remote PID is no more in the system we can
safely guess that the process has been killed.

Before sending the files back to the client, the task manager con-
verts the remote paths to the local (the reversed process is carried
out before sending the files to the server).

This way, it is possible to combine local and remote tasks with-
out problems.

This extension is far from being perfect, for example, some of
the files are signed by OpenMVG, avoiding any software modify-
ing paths in these kind of files without corrupt them, although one
possible solution is to launch all tasks in block against the server,
that would kill the idea of combining local and remote tasks in-
distinctly. Other problem is the way ssh works in Microsoft Win-
dows R©is slightly different to other operating systems, making dif-
ficult to migrate this capability to that operating system.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this article we have described OpenREC, a new software that im-
plements all the necessary stages to reconstruct 3D surfaces from
photographs. This paper also describes the core of the software that
is able, not only to launch local tasks, but also to use the SSH pro-
tocol to execute some parts of the process remotely.

Though the software is not complete, and there are issues that
avoid to execute remotely all tasks of the reconstruction process,
we plan as future to work some additional server-side software
that mitigates this problem and that would allow us to complete a
multi-platform version. We also want to extend OpenREC to man-
age OpenMVS and Bundler, and to extend the compatibility with
comercial software such as Recap or Agisoft Photoscan via scripts.

In any case, we think that our software provides a very useful
tool for professionals and academics in cultural heritage as a re-
placement of VisualSFM.
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